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A B S T R A C T

Federated learning (FL) is a new breed of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that builds upon decentralized data and training that brings learning to the edge or directly on-device. FL is a new research area often referred to as a new dawn in AI, as in its infancy, and has not yet gained much trust in the community, mainly because of its (unknown) security and privacy implications. To advance the state of the research in this area and to realize extensive utilization of the FL approach and its mass adoption, its security and privacy concerns must be first identified, evaluated, and documented. FL is preferred in use-cases where security and privacy are the key concerns and having a clear view and understanding of risk factors enable an implementer/adopter of FL to successfully build a secure environment and gives researchers a clear vision on possible research areas. This paper aims to provide a comprehensive study concerning FL’s security and privacy aspects that can help bridge the gap between the current state of federated AI and a future in which mass adoption is possible. We present an illustrative description of approaches and various implementation styles with an examination of the current challenges in FL and establish a detailed review of security and privacy concerns that need to be considered in a thorough and clear context. Findings from our study suggest that overall there are fewer privacy-specific threats associated with FL compared to security threats. The most specific security threats currently are communication bottlenecks, poisoning, and backdoor attacks while inference-based attacks are the most critical to the privacy of FL. We conclude the paper with much needed future research directions to make FL adaptable in realistic scenarios.

1. Introduction

In traditional machine learning (ML), the efficiency and accuracy of models rely on computational power and training data of a centralized server. Shortly speaking, in traditional ML, user data is stored on the central server and utilized for training and testing processes in order to develop comprehensive ML models ultimately. Centralized-based ML approaches, in general, are associated with different challenges including computational power and time, and most importantly security and privacy with respect to users’ data that has been neglected for a long time. Federated Learning proposed by [1] has recently emerged as a technological solution to address such issues.

Federated Learning (FL) [2] offers a way to preserve user privacy by decentralizing data from the central server to end-devices and enables AI benefits to domains with sensitive data and heterogeneity. This paradigm came to light mainly for two reasons: (1) The unavailability of sufficient data to reside centrally on the server-side (as opposed to traditional machine learning) due to direct access restrictions on such data; and (2) Data privacy protections using local data from edge devices, i.e., clients, instead of sending sensitive data to the server where network asynchronous communication comes into play. Preserving data privacy provides feasibility to leverage AI benefits enabled through machine learning models efficiently across multiple domains. Additionally, computational power is shared among the interested parties instead of relying on a centralized server by iterative local model training processes on end-devices. With its decentralized data concept, FL is one of the growing fields in the area of ML in recent years, as it comes with security and privacy features promising to abide by emerging user data protection laws [3,4]. In addition to privacy, FL enables ML benefits to smaller domains where
sufficient training data is not available to build a standalone ML model.

As phrased by authors in [1] “FL brings the code to the data, instead of the data to the code and addresses the fundamental problems of privacy, ownership, and locality of data”. Even before we can fully appreciate the fact that in FL, data stays intact on the users’ device and the traditional upload of data over the network can be gracefully skipped, we are sharing the model parameters and global ML model with each and every client, which opens numerous ways to exploit vulnerabilities in the FL environment. As FL is in the initial steps of studies, many researchers in different communities are eagerly working to improve the existing frameworks and ensure privacy and security of user data within FL.

Each time a new technology is introduced and a new ecosystem is created, a range of technical ripple effects typically come into fruition over time. In a less positive way and as good as the FL sounds, the introduction of FL has arguably required more profound research into its confirmation, particularly with respect to security and privacy aspects. Therefore, we can question what type of security and privacy issues are we facing now and can we imagine occurring in the future as a consequence of the adoption of this technology? This paper aims to provide the answer to these types of questions and shed light on possible unwanted future security and privacy states that we should be mindful of and prepare for.

Privacy-preserving promises of FL attracts different domains that may contain sensitive data. To an extent, FL does solve privacy concerns of sensitive data in ML environments however at the same time model parameter sharing and an increased number of training iterations and communications exposes the federated environment to a new set of risks and opens new avenues for hacking [5] as well as curious attackers to trace vulnerabilities to manipulate ML model output or get access to sensitive user data. To ensure that we out-turn the benefits of FL over risks and utilize the features of FL properly, we have an immediate need to be on top of this area of research to investigate all possible security and privacy attacks on FL. Without precise information and clear vision, FL may be pushed back without giving a fair chance to explore and leverage its benefits.

As seen in recent publications, the majority of work proposed in the FL space aims to apply this new framework in some shape and form to different domains. Our work touches on the issues within FL and could be used as a reference to promote future cybersecurity-related research advancing the acceptance of this framework. To this end, we address the research objectives by identifying and evaluating open security & privacy threats as well as mitigation strategies of FL by answering several specific research questions.

1.1. Contributions

While research already exists on this topic, sufficient progress has not been made concerning understanding FL for its security and privacy risks. This work hopes to contribute a comprehensive overview of FL security in terms of a formal definition, achievements, and challenges, which makes it stand out in comparison to previous works. In doing so, the work can contribute an overall blueprint for data scientists and cybersecurity research on designing FL-based solutions for alleviating future challenges. The outline of the contributions of this paper relative to the recent literature in the field can be summarized as follows:

• Providing a classification and overview of the approaches and techniques in the realization of FL.

• Identifying and examining security vulnerabilities and threats in FL environments both FL-specific and general ML-based attacks related to FL.

• Identifying and evaluating privacy threats, their mitigation techniques, and the trade-off cost associated with privacy-preserving techniques in the FL environments.

• Providing insights into existing defense mechanisms and future directions to enhance the security and privacy of the FL implementation.

1.2. Paper organization

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives background information about FL and its underlying working process. Section 3 classifies approaches and techniques related to the FL. Section 4 provides the research questions on the security of FL and presents the research results. Similarly, Section 5 gives the research questions on the privacy of FL and presents the research results. Section 6 gives the related work. Section 7 summarizes the future directions for security and privacy in the FL domain. Finally, Section 8 gives the concluding remarks.

2. Federated learning landscape

In recent years, three major contributing factors have helped in the success of ML. The first and major contributing factor is the availability of a huge amount of data collected over the years (thanks to big data!). The second is computational power, technology has evolved so much that we have moved away from traditional computing devices to highly scalable and integrated microcircuit devices which help to train models faster and deploy directly on devices with less computational costs. For instance, we now have AI-ready smartphones with a pre-installed AI chip to make smartphones much smarter and intelligent and assist humans efficiently in day-to-day tasks. The third contributing factor is Deep Learning Models, which add much-needed intelligence to ML models. Models trained on self-taught deep learning algorithms are showing commendable success rates. For instance, Alpha-Go’s [6] boardgame victory over the world champion has amazed people with its ability to master the game and win over human Intelligence. In spite of the immense success of ML [7], many domains can only wish to leverage its benefits but cannot do so because of two major obstacles:

• Concerns on user data privacy and confidentiality and the laws that oversee them.

• Inability to build an ML model due to inadequate data or training cost on ML implementation of the computational cost involved for training an ML model.

Multiple cloud-based companies are providing well-trained ML models [8], which are able to bring ML knowledge and computational power at a cost however still we see that privacy and confidentiality concern remain unaddressed [9–14]. In an effort to address such obstacles, the community has seen a promising ML-based framework, known as Federated Learning. FL addresses these concerns by providing a highly trained ML model without the risk of exposing training data. FL also tackles the issue of having inadequate data by providing a trust factor among heterogeneous domains. Such privacy-preserving techniques of FL attracts different communities to leverage it exclusively, preserving client data privacy and availing benefits of having a model trained on larger landscape data. FL is considered as an iterative process wherein each iteration the central ML model is improved. FL implementations can be generalized into the following three steps:
1. **Model selection**: In this step, the central pre-trained ML model (i.e., global model) and its initial parameters are initiated and then the global ML model is shared with all the clients in the FL environment.

2. **Local model training**: After sharing the initial ML model and parameters with all clients, the initial ML model at the client level (called local ML models) is trained with individual training data.

3. **Aggregation of local models**: Local models are trained at the client level and updates are sent to the central server in order to aggregate and train the global ML model. The global model is updated and the improved model is shared among the individual clients for the next iteration.

FL is in a continuous iterative learning process that repeats the training steps of 2 & 3 above to keep the global ML model updated across all the clients. Fig. 1 visualizes the FL architecture and training approach as discussed in the steps above.

In reality, FL has already shown its footprint in mobile applications for next word prediction on keyboards [15–18] like Gboard by Google on Android mobile phones, and wake word detection [19], which enables voice assisting apps to detect wake word without risking exposure of sensitive user data. In medical domains, FL can be utilized to keep patient data private and enhance ML capabilities in assisting medical practitioners similar to the work in [20] which demonstrates the benefits of FL in the medical domain.

Apart from live production applications, there have been several research proposals with useful application use-cases experimenting with the use of FL for constructing privacy-preserving (or even secure) machine learning solutions in various domains. For instance, the research works in [21,22] summarize possible applications for wireless communications with FL by avoiding communication overheads. For application use-cases in the security domain, FL has been advocated for malware classification [23], human activity recognition [24], anomaly detection [25], and intrusion detection [26], to name a few. For application use-cases in the intelligent transportation industry, there have several proposals that use an FL-based approach. Data sharing between autonomous cars and driving [27,28], For preventing data leakage in vehicular cyber–physical systems [29], traffic flow prediction [30], and the detection of attacks in aerial vehicles [31] are examples of such works. For application use-cases in the medical domain, the attack detection in Medical cyber–physical systems that maintain sensitive information on patient’s health records [33], and managing digital health record with FL [34] are more examples of FL applications. It is worth mentioning here that the primary focus of this paper is to investigate the potential security and privacy-related issues within FL. Thus, examining the applications of FL in different domains is slightly out of the scope with the purpose of this paper.

### 3. FL categorization of techniques/approaches

FL is under active development and uses a variety of techniques and approaches to realize its underlying technology in practice. For an emerging technology, the categorization of its techniques and approaches is a crucial first step that helps to understand and explore beyond the outlined big picture. This section gathers and gives an overview of the inner workings of such techniques from various points of view which will be used for a deeper understating of security and privacy aspects in later sections. Fig. 2 shows our classification. In this classification, we cover the FL implementation network topology used to build FL environment, classification based on data availability and partition, aggregation/optimization algorithms built at the central server for preserving communication bandwidth/costs and aggregation logic, and open-source frameworks to realize FL in practice. Please note this list is not exhaustive and only includes some of the most current and common techniques and approaches in the FL realm. The detailed description of each classification including references for interested readers is given in Fig. 2.
3.1. Network topology

The focus of this category is the underlying architecture of FL, the way components are built to achieve a FL environment. Based on network topology, FL can be categorized as centralized or fully decentralized [35].

3.1.1. Centralized and clustered FL

Even though FL is fundamentally based on a decentralized data approach, there is still a dependency on a centralized server to manage the responsibility of collecting trained models from clients involved in the FL environment, build a global model, and share it back with all clients. This is mainly preferred to establish a third party system for building a trust factor among clients. Single server and multiple client topology/hub-and-spoke topology [36] are followed which ensures a centralized authority to monitor and manage the continuous learning process. Unlike the traditional centralized server which hosts data and trains a given model on shared data, the centralized server in the FL environment works only on a shared model through synchronous or asynchronous updates from clients. Gboard for Android keyboard developed using Tensorflow federated from Google can be exemplified as a centralized approach of the FL. Fig. 1 represents the typical steps of such an approach. The current common implementations of FL in practice use a centralized approach.

The clustering technique is proposed to improvise FL which aims to address heterogeneity in FL clients’ data in the centralized network topology. Clustering is one of the techniques which can help in detecting malicious updates. Research work from google in [37] proposes three algorithms to achieve a personalized version of the local model with minimal communication rounds. Authors suggest leveraging the algorithms as a combination or individually based on the use cases of user clustering, data interpolation, and model interpolation. In the user clustering algorithm, Clusters are created with a group of clients with similar data distribution, and with each client, an intermediate model is created to which helps the global model to converge faster. Hypothesis based clustering technique is followed for identifying clusters. A Federated Multi-task learning-based approach is proposed in [38] where FL clusters of clients are identified based on cosine similarity of local models. The initial set of clients are taken and split into clusters recursively based on the stopping criteria set based on the calculated cosine similarity.

Research work in [39] proposes Federated Stochastic Expectation Maximization (FedSEM) to train multiple global ML models and reach a solution. Loss function called Distance-based Federated loss (DF-Loss) is the objective of multi-center FL which is to find the optimal global model among the different global models from a multi-cluster environment. Authors in [40] propose the Iterative Federated Cluster Algorithm (IFCA) framework.

Fig. 2. Overview of FL approaches and technologies.
which tries to minimize the loss function of each FL client and tags the client to a cluster in each training round. Based on the source for averaging IFCA, it is proposed in two variants called model and gradient averaging. IFCA applies random initializing and multiple restarts to identify clients with a specific cluster and reach optimal values. Experimental results of IFCA show that the proposed approach works well in the linear model, convex, and non-convex neural networks.

3.1.2. Fully-decentralized FL

The fully-decentralized approach excludes dependency on the central server for model aggregation. Centralized authority is replaced with algorithms to establish trust and reliability. As demonstrated in [41], there is no concept of a global model and each participant improves their model by sharing information with neighbors. Peer-2-peer topology is followed and central authority is used once to establish a protocol to be followed in the network during training rounds. For the practical approach of fully-decentralized learning, various add-on technologies or algorithms are proposed. Authors in [42] propose an Adaptive Averaging Algorithm which is based on the Byzantine concept, assuming more than \( \frac{2}{3} \)rd of systems involved in FL are honest. With this approach, a group of clients from different domains with a common goal collaborate to share data and build an ML model and leverage benefits of high accuracy [43,44] without the need to rely on a third-party centralized server. Authors in [45] propose a framework called MATCHA to address network delays by providing critical links for the clients to communicate with one another. Research work in [46] demonstrates FL in peer–peer network. To help make this FL approach clear, we have visualized its process in Fig. 3.

3.2. Data partition

FL is extremely useful in building ML models where data is shared across different domains. FL’s magic of keeping the data private throughout the training process brings in a variety of domains to leverage the smart features of ML. FL helps to overcome the limitations due to domain-specific constraints on user data and available smart benefits of ML by collaborating and enhancing the benefits of data with various domains/clients who may have similar/dissimilar areas of interest. In real-time the information, or to be more specific the statistical information derived from a set of user data, is utilized for many applications of various domains. In this era of digitalization, every click a user makes in cyberspace is captured for making derived statistical information, use-cases on such derived data may belong to applications in identical domains or different domains. Similarly, user data to develop such derived statistical information can be collected from domains belonging to dissimilar areas. Categorization of this section can be considered as “pre-work” for setting up an FL environment. The pre-work done on a set of interested parties with valuable user data can be vital for the FL process overall. Distribution characteristics of data, i.e., the differentiating & the colliding factors across heterogeneous data & clients participating in FL can be broadly categorized as Horizontal, Vertical, and Transfer learning (HFL, VFL, TFL). These subcategories differ based on the data flow between the parties involved in the FL environment. Figs. 4, 5, 6 illustrates data partitioning in FL.

3.2.1. Horizontal federated learning

Horizontal federated learning 4 is defined as the circumstances where datasets on the devices share the same features with different instances. In this category of FL, clients have similar features in terms of domain, usage style of derived statistical information, or any other outcome from FL. The classic release of FL from Google [47] falls under this category. ML models which can predict the next possible words while a user key in the text input, works more accurately with real data feed as input from users. In this scenario, the Google keyboard app (known as Gboard) enhances itself with continuous learning from users of Android mobile devices. FL approach is implemented smartly by taking averaged updates from the user usage stats without tagging the user identity. Another example is from the medical domain, where a group of researchers working on an ML model which can analyze the medical images and predict the probability of possible occurrence of cancer cells. Medical images are considered as user sensitive data and cannot be shared as is due to constraints and laws of private medical data. However with FL, information on such private data can be shared securely either through a secure aggregated updates from each client.

3.2.2. Vertical federated learning

Vertical Federated learning 5 is an FL approach where the common data between unrelated domains is used to train the global ML model. Participants using this approach prefer to have an intermediate third party organization/resource to provide encryption logic to ensure that the only common data stats are shared. However it is not mandatory to have a 3rd party intermediate entity, research work in [48] demonstrates the implementation of vertical federated learning without 3rd party involved for encryption. Real-time use-cases for vertical federated learning approach would be a scenario where a marketing team of a credit card division in a bank would like to enhance their ML model by learning most purchased items from online shopping domains. Only the common user in the bank and shopping site details are shared to train the ML model, the intermediate encryption logic ensures this secure and restricted share of derived stats. With this liaising of information exchange, banking domains can serve customers better with relevant offers and online shopping domains can revise their points allocation for customers using credit cards.

3.2.3. Federated transfer learning

Federated Transfer learning 6 is an implementation of the existing classic ML transfer learning technique which is a way to train a new requirement on a pre-trained model that is already trained on a similar dataset for solving a completely different problem. In the ML world, training on a pre-trained model gives much better results in comparison to training done on a fresh model built from scratch. In [49–53], the authors explain about the implementation of FL in transfer learning modes. A real-time example would be similar to vertical federated learning with a few changes. Instead of restricting conditions to share only matching data information, participants can benefit from larger datasets and well-trained ML model stats to serve their individual requirements. As explained in [49], a real-time example is to apply a global model on a cloud to a personalized user which can be further used to provide a personalized model on wearable Internet of Things (IoT) devices of a specific user. This example is illustrated in Fig. 6. There are few research works [54–56] called FedRL which combine the reinforcement ML algorithms with FL in applications aiming for personalized AI. FedRL utilizes FL to apply transfer learning from a well-trained secure model with which direct transfer learning is not permitted.
Fig. 3. FL fully-decentralized in P2P topology.

Step 1: Group of homogeneous clients from same domain contributing to train the global ML model
Step 2: Trained global ML model is downloaded & utilized at each client node, training rounds repeats

Fig. 4. Data partition: Horizontal federated learning.

Step 1: Heterogeneous clients contribute to train the global model by sharing encrypted local model updates
Step 2: Trained global ML model is downloaded & utilized at each client node, training rounds repeats

Fig. 5. Data partition: vertical federated learning.
3.3. Data availability

As discussed in the work from Google [36], based on the availability of data and the number of client nodes, FL can be categorized as Cross-silo FL and Cross-device FL.

3.3.1. Cross-silo FL

In this case, clients are typically of small-scale numbers ranging from 2-100 devices, usually indexed and are almost always available for training rounds. Training data can be classified into either horizontal or vertical learning. Computation and communication bottlenecks are major issues. Cross-silo FL is more flexible compared to cross-device FL and used in scenarios within organizations or within groups of organizations to train the ML model with their confidential data. As in vertical and transfer learning implementations, an encryption technique is preferred to restrict the inference of information from each client. Built on FATE [57] framework, the research work in [58] demonstrates cross-silo with homomorphic encryption and proposes gradient quantization [59] based batch encrypt algorithm to reduce computation and communication costs in FL environment [60].

3.3.2. Cross-device FL

The FL approach with a large number of clients in a similar domain with similar interests from the global model is known as Cross-device FL. Due to the huge number of clients, it is difficult to track and maintain transaction history logs. Most clients connect using unreliable networks where selection/participation in training rounds happens randomly. Similar to data partitioning in horizontal federated learning, resource allocation strategies [61] like client selection/importance [62], device scheduling [63] are used to choose updates from better contributing clients. Incentive mechanisms like game theory [64] are designed to motivate clients to contribute towards FL. For use-cases with a huge number of clients such as IoT or mobile applications [16], this type is a great fit.

3.4. Aggregation/optimizing algorithms

Algorithms that contribute towards the binding updates from clients to achieve the target global ML model vary based on the priorities and architecture of FL. Configuring this logic is crucial as it addresses the heterogeneity of clients, varying weights in every update from each client, and communication issues. In the centralized version of FL, there is an aggregation algorithm that works from orchestrating training to optimizing updates. Few proposed algorithms focus on optimal selection of clients, optimizing training rounds for efficient communication and costs of FL. The algorithms which are used for integrating, enhancing, optimizing, aggregating and achieving consensus in different approaches of FL are covered in this subsection.

3.4.1. Aggregation algorithm

The aggregation algorithm plays a key role in any centralized topology and horizontal federated learning style environment. It is the logic [65] that combines the local model updates from all the clients that participated in the training round. Many proposed algorithms are targeting to achieve enhanced privacy of local model updates or to preserve communication bandwidth or to facilitate asynchronous updates from clients. Federated averaging varies in each implementation of FL based on the pre-config parameters. The current algorithms are discussed below:

- **FedAvg**: Google’s implementation [1] of FL, introduced Federated Averaging algorithm (called FedAvg) based on SGD optimization algorithm. As part of FedAvg algorithm logic, the central server acting as a coordinator or orchestrator starts the process of FL training by sharing global parameters and global model to a group of selected clients referred to as mini-batch, who trains the ML model with local training data and global model parameters and shares the trained model weights with the centralized server. The global model is generated by utilizing averaging logic to compute the weighted sum of all the received local model updates at the centralized server. Configurable criteria, number of training rounds is the stopping condition for the coordinator to stop the training rounds and average the local model updates.

- **SMC-Avg**: As explained in [66], secure aggregation is based on the concept of the Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) algorithm, which aggregates private values of mutually distrustful parties without revealing information about their private values. Designed for addressing challenges of the mobile device-based FL environment. This algorithm has a fault tolerance limit, which means it works well even if 1/3rd users fail to participate in the designed protocol.

---

4 Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
• **FedProx**: A modified version of the FedAvg [1] algorithm is proposed in [67] to tackle heterogeneity in FL. The experimental results of this paper indicated positive results for FedProx in heterogeneous networks. However, the experimental study [65] performed on FedAvg and FedProx demonstrated that FedAvg achieves the highest accuracy among federated averaging algorithms. FedProx considers variation of computational power and different factors in devices participating in the FL training round. FedProx also introduces a proximal term to deal with non-uniformity in local updates.

• **FedMA**: It is proposed by the authors in [68] for constructing a shared model for CNNs and LSTM based ML model updates in FL environments. FedMA does the average of models at the central server by layer-wise matching and averaging hidden elements like neurons and channels in neural networks. Similar to work proposed in [69], this approach works on the same concept of matching neurons and being efficient only on simple neural networks such as fully connected networks. As shown in their respective paper [68], the FedMA approach works well with heterogeneous clients and outperforms FedAvg and FedProx within a few training rounds. FedMA can also use communication as a variant that sends global model matching results to clients at the start of each training rounds and adds new neurons in the local model as an update to the global model instead of matching, to achieve better overall performance.

• **Scaffold**: Stochastic Controlled Averaging for FL (Scaffold) proposed in [70] addresses gradient dissimilarity/client-drift issue faced in federated averaging algorithm 3.4.1 for FL approaches where clients are stateful with which algorithm can maintain/control variants at the client and server-side to ensure that client updates are in moving towards with global convergence.

• **Tensor Factorization**: Few applications in the medical domain prefer tensor factorization [71,72] to limit the amount of information shared. Tensor factorization converts bulk of medical records to meaningful phenotypes. Authors in [72] propose Tensor factorization for privacy preserving computational phenotyping (TRIP) for applications using tensor factorization. TRIP shares summarized data and phenotyping which helps to preserve user-data privacy.

• **Personalization-based algorithms**: Research work in [73] proposes an approach to segregate neural network layers into the base and personalized layers at each client node. In this approach, the federated averaging is applied only to the base layer updates from FL clients, which helps to omit the heterogeneity of FL clients and focus on the actual learning task. APFL (Adaptive personalized Federated Learning) proposed in [74] suggests learning from the combination of the global model and local model to achieve a personalized version of the ML model at each FL client. Deviating from the classic FL approach of sharing a single local model, this approach proposes three models at each FL client, one local model trained on local data, the second one a local copy of the global model, and third a personalized ML model built using the mixing parameter. Based on the average distribution of data across the FL clients a mixing parameter is calculated at each client node which keeps changing based on the distance between the three (local, global, and personalized) models. Experimental results of APFL perform better than federated averaging algorithm (i.e., FedAvg) in achieving a personalized model for each FL client.

3.4.2. Communication efficiency and costs

Algorithms focusing on reducing communication efficiency and costs involved during FL training rounds are separately discussed in this part.

• **FedBCD**: The Federated Stochastic Block Coordinate Descent (FedBCD) algorithm is proposed in [75], which is similar to FedAvg algorithm. Two variants called FedBCD-p and FedBCD-s algorithms are proposed for parallel and sequential updating of gradients. FedBCD aims to reduce total communication rounds by skipping updates for every iteration. Clients share single value for sample instead of model parameters and perform many local updates before sharing parameters with other clients. Evaluation of this approach states promising results in achieving desired accuracy rates.

• **FedAttOpt**: Attentive Federated Aggregation (FedAttOpt) proposed in [76] adds an attention-augmented mechanism to model aggregation at the central server of FL which calculates the attention score based on the contribution of each client. The attention score or the contribution factor of the client is calculated based on the gap in common knowledge between client and global model. FedAttOpt utilizes attention score to help client node to train and accumulates useful common knowledge to all the client nodes.

• **Asynchronous FL Training Rounds**: The higher number of clients the higher the risk of communication bottlenecks and computational costs. There are few research works that address communication efficiency by targeting minimal communication costs during the training rounds of FL. Research work in [77] explores strategies to minimize communication costs in FL by using the layer-wise asynchronous update on neural networks. Similarly, TOR [78] is based on the asynchronous aggregation of models and few strategies to perform even with low-communication bandwidth. Asynchronous aggregation implies to the process where the central server waits for the client device to be online to share updates asynchronously. The authors in [79] explore the Co-op algorithm, which is designed for FL in asynchronous implementation, where aggregation of local models is done on an offline basis based on the availability of clients.

• **Communication costs**: The approach proposed in [80] sets predefined rules for selecting client updates during FL training rounds which helps in minimizing communication costs by eliminating least contributed FL client’s updates. Federated Distillation (FD) and Federated Augmentation (FAAug) are proposed in [81] to mitigate the communication overhead and costs in FL training rounds. FD shares local model output instead of the whole local model, each client acts as a student who learns from the aggregated knowledge of all other clients. For each label in training, data mean logit vectors are shared with the server to calculate global average values. FAug uses GANs for data augmentation at each client which generates a shareable IID training data.

3.5. Open-source frameworks

There are currently a few open-source frameworks for researchers and developers to explore FL solutions. A quick summary of the major state-of-the-art tools is listed in the following.

• **Tensorflow Federated**: Google’s TensorFlow Federated (TFF⁵) has a productionized version in Gboard, which enables Android mobile users to predict the next word while using the keyboard on their mobile phones [82–86], is one of the first open-source frameworks available.

⁵ TFF: https://www.tensorflow.org/federated/federated_learning
4. Security in federated learning

The FL technology adopters and developers should adhere to information security fundamentals such as Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. The decentralized approach of having a huge number of clients for collaborative training and exposure of model parameters makes FL vulnerable to various attacks and open to risks. Current research on exploring vulnerabilities and proposing frameworks to mitigate the risks is very limited.

We set out to investigate the following research questions on the security aspect of the FL:

- **RSQ1:** What are the source of vulnerabilities in FL ecosystem?
- **RSQ2:** What are the security threats/attacks in FL domain?
- **RSQ3:** What are the unique security threats to FL in comparison to distributed ML solutions?
- **RSQ4:** What are the defensive techniques for security vulnerabilities of FL?

In the following sections, we discuss the results based on each research question and provide an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the current works.

4.1. RSQ1: What are the source of vulnerabilities in the FL ecosystem?

A vulnerability can be defined as a weakness in a system which gives an opportunity to curious/malicious attacker to gain unauthorized access [98]. Knowledge of knowing (open) vulnerabilities of a system or framework helps to manage and defend against the possible attacks. Identifying vulnerabilities will help to build a more secure environment by implementing pre-requisites for defending loopholes. Failing to protect usage and exposure of personally identifiable information (PII) or failing to adhere to data protection laws will not just cause bad publicity, it can also cost many more consequences by law. It is a mandatory step for FL developers to scan for all sources of vulnerabilities and tighten defenses to ensure the security and privacy of the data. For a better insight into vulnerabilities, we categorize the source of vulnerabilities in the FL process. Our results show that there are five various sources, listed below, that can be considered as weak points for exploitation.

- **Communication Protocol:** FL implements an iterative learning process with randomly selected clients which involves a significant amount of communication over a given network. The FL approach suggests a mixed network [78], which is based on public-key cryptography that keeps source and message content anonymous throughout the communication. As FL has more rounds of training, a non-secure communication channel is an open vulnerability.
- **Client Data Manipulations:** FL in a larger landscape has numerous clients that are open for attackers to exploit model parameters and training data. Access to the global model may be further vulnerable to data reconstruction attacks.
- **Compromised Central Server:** The central server should be robust and secure, the central server is responsible for sharing initial model parameters, aggregating local models and sharing global model updates to all the clients. The cloud-based or physical server picked for this job should be checked to ensure that open vulnerabilities of the server are not exploited by curious attackers.
- **Weak Aggregation Algorithm:** The aggregation algorithm is the central authority. In other words, as the local model's update, it should be intelligent to identify abnormality with client updates, and it should have a configuration to drop updates from suspicious clients. Failing to configure a standardized aggregation algorithm will make the global model vulnerable. Section 3.4 gives a list of algorithms proposed for FL aggregation logic.
- **Implementer’s of FL Environment:** Intentionally or unintentionally a team of architects, developers, and deployers involved in the implementation of FL may turn out to be a source of a security risk. Either due to the confusion or lack of understanding in what is consider as sensitive user data and what is not can be the reason for the breach of security and privacy. The risk from the implementers may be due to the basic fact that they miss taking proper measures to scan for sensitive data and plan the usage of it, hiding of the facts while taking consent of users on data usage.

4.2. RSQ2: What are the security threats/attacks in FL domain?

Threat/attack is the possibility of a vulnerability being exploited by a malicious/curious attacker impacting the system security and violating its privacy policies. In FL, generally, the malicious agent utilizes vulnerabilities [99] to take control of one or more participants (i.e., clients) in order to manipulate the global model ultimately. In such a scenario, the attacker targets...
different clients with hopes of accessing local data at rest, training procedure, hyper-parameters, or updated weights in transit [100] to modify and launch attacks in the global model. The security threats/attacks are classified and their respective descriptions are discussed in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1. Poisoning

An attack with a major possibility of occurrence in FL is known as poisoning [101,102], as each client in FL has access to the training data the possibility of getting tampered data weights added to the global ML model is very high. Poisoning can occur during the training phase and can impact either the training dataset or the local model in-turn/indirectly tampering the global ML model performance/accuracy. In FL, model updates are taken from a large group of clients. That is, the probability of poisoning attacks from one or more clients' training data is high so is the severity of the threat. Poisoning attack targets at various artifacts in the FL process. Next we present a brief description of poisoning attack classifications:

- **Data Poisoning**: The concept of a data poisoning attack against ML algorithms was for the first time presented by authors in [103] where the attacker targets the vulnerability of the support vector machines algorithm and tries to incorporate malicious data points in the training phase in hopes of maximizing the classification error. Since then, a wide variety of approaches have been proposed to mitigate data poisoning attacks in ML algorithms in different settings including centralized and distributed environments respectively. While the FL environment enables clients to actively contribute to training data and sending model parameters to the server, it provides this opportunity for malicious clients to poison the global model by manipulating the training process. Data poisoning in FL is defined as generating dirty samples to train the global model in hopes of producing falsified model parameters and send them to the server. Data injection can be also considered as a subcategory of data poisoning where the malicious client may inject malicious data into client’s local model processing. As a result, the malicious agent can take control over multiple client’s local models and ultimately manipulate the global model with malicious data.

- **Model Poisoning**: While in data poisoning the malicious agent aims to manipulate the global model using fake data, in model poisoning, the malicious agent targets the global model directly. Model poisoning attacks have been shown to be more effective compared to data poisoning attacks in recent researches [100,104,105]. In fact, the effectiveness of model poisoning attacks tends to rise when there is a large-scale FL product in a place with many clients. In general, in the model poisoning attack, the malicious party can modify the updated model before sending it to the central server for aggregation and as a result, the global model can be easily poisoned.

- **Data Modification**: Data tampering/modification attacks may involve changing/altering the training dataset like feature collision [106] which is merging two classes in the dataset in an attempt to fool the ML model to always misclassify the targeted class. Some techniques include simply adding a shade or pattern of another class to a targeted class that can confuse the ML model. Another technique is to do a random label swap of the training dataset. Data injection and Data modification attacks can be considered as a type of ML data poisoning attacks [107] in FL.

4.2.2. Inference

Inference attacks are more of a threat to privacy (as pointed in Section 5.1) yet we are including it here for overall comparison of threats in FL. The severity of inference attacks is highly similar to poisoning attacks as there is a very high possibility of inference attacks from either the participants or a malicious centralized server in the FL process.

4.2.3. Backdoor attacks

Poisoning and Inference attacks are more transparent compared to backdoor attacks. A backdoor attack is a way to inject a malicious task into the existing model while retaining the accuracy of the actual task. It is difficult and time-consuming to identify backdoor attacks as the accuracy of the actual ML task may not get impacted right away. The authors in [92,100] experiment on how backdoor attacks are implemented. Furthermore, the authors in [108,109] suggest model pruning and fine-tuning as a solution to mitigate the risks of backdoor attacks. The severity of backdoor attacks is high as it takes significant time to identify the occurrence of the attack. Moreover, the impact of the attack is high as backdoor attacks have the capability to confuse ML models and predict the false positives confidently. Trojans threats [100,110–113] are a similar category of backdoor attacks which try to retain the existing task of ML models while performing a malicious task in stealth mode.

4.2.4. GANs

Generative Adversarial Network-based attacks in FL have been experimented and analyzed by many researchers [114]. With their ability to launch poisoning and inference attacks, GAN based attacks pose a threat to both the security and privacy of a given system, discussed more in Section 5.1.3. Research work in [115] demonstrates how GANs can be used to get training data through inference and use GANs to poison the training data. As all the possibilities of a GAN based threat cannot before seen, it is categorized as a high impact and prioritized threat. More information on GAN based attacks can be found in [116,117]

4.2.5. System disruption IT downtime

Production system downtime is an unavoidable threat in the Information Technology (IT) industry. It is often observed that highly configured and secured applications need to take a downtime phase due to unplanned or planned activity on back-end servers. In FL, the severity of this threat is low as we have a local–global model on each and every client node and the training process can resume after the outage. Even with low severity, this is a considerable threat as downtime can be a well-planned attack to steal information from the FL environment.

4.2.6. Malicious server

In cross-device FL, most of the work is done at the central server. From selecting the model parameters to deploying the global model. Compromised or malicious servers have a huge impact, and honest but curious or malicious servers can easily extract private client data or manipulate the global model to utilize shared computational power in building malicious tasks in the global ML model.

4.2.7. Communication bottlenecks

One of the challenges in training an ML model from multiple heterogeneous device’s data is communication bandwidth. In the FL approach, the communication cost is reduced by transferring trained models instead of sending huge amounts of data but still, we do have the need to preserve communication bandwidth. There are few algorithms [1,78,118] based on asynchronous aggregation of models and few strategies to perform well even
with low-communication bandwidth. There are various research studies \cite{119,120} on preserving communication bandwidth in FL environment, discussed in Section 3.4.2. The severity of this threat is high, as communication bottlenecks can disrupt the FL environment significantly.

### 4.2.8. Free-riding attacks

Few clients play a passive role and are connected to the environment only to leverage the benefits of the global ML model without contributing to the training process. Such passive clients may also insert dummy updates without training the ML model with their local data. Research works in \cite{121} explored the free-riding attack in FL environments and proposed an enhanced version of the anomaly detection technique using autoencoders \cite{122} to identify free-riders. This attack’s impact would be more in a smaller landscape FL environment as the absence of client participation can negatively impact global model training. As the probability of this attack is lower, the severity of this attack is medium.

### 4.2.9. Unavailability

Unavailability or dropout of clients in between training processes may yield inefficient results in training the global model. This is similar to the free-riding attack, but in this scenario clients unintentionally miss participating in the training process due to network issues or any other unexpected roadblocks. The severity of this threat is medium as the probability is lower, and there is an option to opt for aggregation algorithms which can work asynchronously.

### 4.2.10. Eavesdropping

In FL, we have an iteration of the learning process which involves communication rounds from clients to the central server. Attackers may eavesdrop and extract data through a weak communication channel if one exists. Eavesdropping can be considered a medium severity threat on attacking FL models, since black-box models in general are tough to attack. Attackers would rather take over a client with weaker security which will readily offer model parameters and white-box global model.

### 4.2.11. Interplay with data protection laws

This threat has a low possibility of occurrence as a data-scientist configuring the FL environment makes sure that the deployment of the global model is well analyzed before being put into production to all of the clients. The severity of the threat is low, but it is still a considerable threat as intentional or unintentional misconfiguration in FL can lead to a security breach.

### 4.3. RSQ3 What are the unique security threats to FL in comparison to distributed ML solutions?

Distributed Machine Learning (DML) solutions proposed so far aim to solve challenges of Big Data and computational power while training the ML model. Data and computation power are shared to train a common ML model. A parameter server or multiple server nodes are configured which distribute data or assign a task to client nodes of DML. From an architecture perspective, DML shares a few common properties with FL and there are research works addressing security and privacy concerns in DML. However, FL is unique from existing DML solutions and by default comes with higher security and privacy levels. This section aims to discuss unique threats of FL and common threats shared between FL and DML. This helps to understand existing work on DML \cite{123,124}, and explore reusable/adaptable research ideas from DML to FL. Security and privacy risks specific to DML are out of scope in this paper and are not discussed, we focus only on common risk factors of FL and DML.

Table 1 presents an in-depth summary of the classification of security threats/ attacks. Poisoning threat, Backdoor attacks are for both DML \cite{125} and FL as the data at client nodes can be modified at client nodes which are common in FL and DML architecture. Parameter server \cite{126,127} of DML and Central server is prone to attacks leading to breaching security. Communication bottleneck threat in DML and FL requires much attention as both the frameworks need to communicate with their respective client nodes.

Furthermore, Fig. 7 visualizes the severity of threats. The severity was calculated based on the probability of adversary taking advantage of the vulnerability and launching a threat and derived from the direct study of current works in the domain by researchers. As can be seen from Fig. 7, poisoning attacks have the highest severity. This could be attributed to the fact that the global model can be poisoned from many sources like local model updates, malicious servers, and many others. The higher the possibility of the threat, the higher the impact of the attack on FL. Similar to the poisoning threat, the Inference threat has a high severity since the source of vulnerabilities that it can launch is fairly diverse. The threat of backdoor attacks is of higher severity as well since it is difficult to identify such an attack and the impact has the possibility of destroying the authenticity of the global model. GAN-based attacks also have high severity as well due to their unpredictability and capability to impact the security and privacy of user data. Malicious server threat is of higher severity, due to the open vulnerability of cloud-based/physical servers. System disruption as well as IT downtime is tagged with low severity level as the impact would be less with every client holding the global model individually. Communication bottleneck threat in FL is a well-researched topic as it can be a showstopper in the learning process. The impact and priority of this threat are always considered high in the FL environment with a huge number of clients posting updates with every iteration of the learning process. The free-riding threat impact is set as medium as this can be possible in fewer scenarios and the impact of it is not severe as the learning process continues with other clients anyway. Unavailability can halt the learning process where the aggregation algorithm is not robust to handle dropouts, the impact of the threat is tagged as the medium as there are algorithms \cite{66}, which are designed to handle dropouts. Eavesdropping has medium severity and priority as well. The reason for this is that from the adversary point of view eavesdropping...
through a communication channel would be the least preferred way to steal information as there is an option to take over a client terminal and gain readily available sets of training data, global model parameters and the global model itself. Interplay with data protection laws can be an initiation loophole which can be created knowing or unknowingly by implementers of FL environment, and the impact stands low as the possibility is less and rectifiable.

4.4. RSQ4: What are the defensive techniques for security vulnerabilities of FL?

Defense techniques help to protect against the known attacks and reduce the probability of risks. There are two classifications of defenses, namely proactive and reactive. Proactive defense is a way to guess the threats and risks associated with and employ a cost-effective defense technique. The reactive defense is later work done when an attack is identified and as part of the mitigation process, where a defense technique is deployed as patch-up in the production environment. Apart from the defense technique mentioned, there exists additional research work to enhance FL security capability with new add-on technologies/ algorithms. Examples of such enhancements are the integration of FL with one more successful technology such as blockchain [128]. Many research works [129–131] target the combination of FL with one more decentralized applications, mainly blockchain, which provides an immutable ledger to save and persist information. In FL, the use of blockchain technology serves mainly two purposes. One is to provide incentives for major contributors to the global ML model as a motivation to get more contributors from clients. The second purpose is to save global model parameters, weights on a blockchain ledger to ensure the security of the global ML model. In [129,130], the authors demonstrate how coordination and trust among federated clients are achieved through the use of blockchain technology. As for the incentive mechanism concept where ML training administrative hub encourages clients to proactively contribute to the learning process by giving incentives, there exists ongoing research [132–135].

Table 1 summarizes the current defense techniques for FL and the types of threats they mitigate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threats</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>ML. Framework</th>
<th>Source of Vulnerability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poisoning</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DML/FL</td>
<td>Client Data Manipulations, Compromised Central Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Client Data Manipulations, Compromised Central Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor Attacks</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DML/FL</td>
<td>Client Data Manipulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Client Data Manipulations, Compromised Central Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious Server</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DML/FL</td>
<td>Compromised Central Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication bottlenecks</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>DML/FL</td>
<td>Weaker Communication bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-riding</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Clients in FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unavailability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Clients in FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Weaker Communication Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplay with data protection laws</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Implementer’s of FL Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System disruption IT downtime</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Clients and Centralized Server in FL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Sniper**: Different poisoning attacks including data and model poisoning attacks have been investigated in a centralized setting in FL for a long time. However, there are only a few works that explore the poisoning attacks in a distributed environment where multiple malicious participants with the same attack goal aim to incorporate poisoned training samples to the training procedures. Although it seems that distributed poisoning attacks are a bigger threat in FL, the effectiveness of distributed poisoning with multiple attackers is still unclear when compared to the traditional poisoning with a single attacker. Recently, the authors in [136] proposed the Sniper approach where it can recognize legitimate users and decrease the success rate of poisoning attacks dramatically even when multiple attackers are involved.

- **Knowledge distillation**: It is a variant of the model compression technique, where a fully trained neural network transfers knowledge to a small model step by step on what needs to be done. Knowledge distillation saves computational cost involved in training a model. The concept of sharing the knowledge only instead of model parameters can be leveraged in FL to enhance the security of the client data. The authors in [137] proposed a federated model distillation framework, which provides flexibility to use personalized ML models and uses translators to collect knowledge to be shared with each client.

- **Anomaly detection**: This technique often utilizes statistical and analytical methods in order to identify events that do not conform to an expected pattern or activity. An effective anomaly detection system needs a profile of the normal behavior or events to detect attacks as deviations from the normal behavior profile. In FL environments, different attacks such as data poisoning, model poisoning, or trojans threats can be detected using different anomaly detection techniques. For example, the authors in [139] suggest Auror as a defense against malicious client updates by performing a clustering operation on each client update before the aggregation step. This helps to detect malicious clients’ updates. Euclidean Distance is utilized in [138] as the Krum model to detect a deviation in input parameters from each client is used. In a similar work, the authors in [147] discuss identifying abnormal updates from clients in FL. Anomaly detection defense with Autoencoders are proposed in [105,148] which helps to identify the malicious local model updates. Research work in [148] uses Spectral anomaly detection with variational autoencoders [149–151]. Furthermore, the research work in [105] proposes LFR (Loss function based rejection) & ERR (Error rate based rejection (ERR)) which are inspired from existing ML defenses such as RONI (reject on negative impact) [152] & TRIM [153] to identify negatively impacting updates from clients.

- **Moving target defense**: The moving target defense concept was introduced in the U.S. National Cyber Leap Year Summit in 2009 [154]. The Federal Cybersecurity Research and Development Program [155] defined moving target defense as a way to deploy diverse mechanisms and strategies that continually change over time in order to increase the cost and complexity for attackers. Moving target defense also increases system resiliency while limits the disclosure of system vulnerabilities and opportunities for attack. Moving target defense is the best of its kind to protect against intrusion at server-level, network-level, and application level. It is a proactive defense architecture built to obscure the vulnerability source from the attackers. defense techniques
like IP hopping, pooling of virtual IPs for DNS pings are efficient approaches to moving target defense techniques. The authors in [141] discuss network-level moving target defense to prevent eavesdropping-based attacks.

- **Federated Multi-Task Learning:** Federated Learning provides training ML models collaboratively over a large number of mobile devices considering their local data privacy. This setting can be also extended to a federated multi-task learning environment where multi-task learning drives personalized but shared models among devices. For example, the MOCHA Framework proposed in [146] is designed to speed up the learning process with fault tolerance, making it able to work even in the scenarios of device drop. This framework is proposed to address statistical and system challenges like high communication cost, stragglers and fault tolerance issues in the FL environment. Their experiments show that the framework can handle variability in system heterogeneity and being robust to system drop. Few other works on federated Multi-task learning are given in [156–159].

- **Trusted Execution Environment (TEE):** A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), in general, is defined as a high-level trusted environment for executing code. This technique has been also utilized for privacy-preserving in different ML models where private areas of computing resources are isolated for a particular task [160]. This approach is also applicable in federated learning where we have very limited computing resources. TEE is a tamper-resistant processing environment which provides integrity and confidentiality of the code executed in the secure area of the main processor. Authors in [143] discuss this proactive defense technique. The authors in [144,161] propose a framework that uses TEE in the federated environment.

- **Data Sanitization:** Sanitizing training data proposed by [142] for the first time is mainly utilized as an anomaly detector in order to filter out training data points that look suspicious. Recent work by [162,163] aimed to improve data sanitization techniques by utilizing different robust statistics models. In FL environments, the data sanitization technique is one of the common defense techniques against data poisoning attacks, however, work in [164] report that there is a possibility that stronger data poisoning attacks can break data sanitization defense.

- **FoolsGold:** Malicious clients create multiple fake identities and send falsified updates to the central server. This type of attack from compromised clients can break the security and authenticity of the FL environment. Authors in [145] propose a FoolsGold approach that is efficient against Sybil-based, label flipping, and backdoor poisoning attacks.

- **Pruning:** It is a technique in FL that minimizes the size of the ML model to reduce the complexity and improve the accuracy. In FL, clients have relatively low computational power and communication bandwidth. The problem arises when we have large-sized deep neural networks to train in FL environment as clients usually have a relatively low computational power and communication bandwidth when compared to machines in huge data centers. To address such issues authors in [108,109] propose a pruning technique. As it is not required to share the full-fledged model in this approach, it helps to address backdoor attacks and communication bottlenecks more efficiently.

One other defense technique proposed for the security of FL that is GAN based is called PDGAN which is proposed in [165] to help defend data poisoning attacks from malicious clients of FL. There has also been a defense technique using a vertical federated learning approach as proposed in [166] known as the Secureboost Framework which is based on gradient boosted tree algorithm.

5. Privacy in federated learning

FL promotes privacy by default through the lessening footprint of user data in the network (a central server). Although this privacy-aware machine learning framework (i.e., FL) sounds ideal in theory, it is not immune to attacks nor the current developments in its enabling technology are mature enough to be expected to solve all privacy issues by default, at least not for the time being. Inspired by this fact, this section is dedicated to explore the existing privacy issues and the current relevant achievement in federated learning technology with the hopes to provide more insights for its future development.

Along with the motivation and the stated objectives, this section specifically aims to answer the following privacy-specific research questions:

- **RPQ1:** What are the privacy threats/attacks in FL domain?
- **RPQ2:** What are the techniques to mitigate identified threats in RPQ1 and enhance the general privacy-preserving feature of FL?
- **RPQ3:** What are the unique privacy threats to FL compared to distributed ML solutions?
- **RPQ4:** What is the associated cost with the privacy-preserving techniques identified in RPQ2?

In the following sections, we discuss the results based on each research question obtained from a thorough analysis of all current works in the FL domain.

---

9 Research Privacy Question (RPQ)
5.1. RPQ1: What are the privacy threats/attacks in FL domain?

FL aims to guarantee participants’ privacy by asking participants to share local training model parameters instead of their actual data. However, according to recent research, FL still has some privacy threats because the adversaries can partially reveal each participants’ training data in the original training dataset based on their uploaded parameter. Such critical threats in FL can be generalized into different categories of inference based attacks.

5.1.1. Membership inference attacks
As the name denotes, an inference attack is a way to infer training data details. Membership Inference attack aims [167] to get information by checking if the data exists on a training set. The attacker misuses the global model to get information on the training data of the other users. In such cases, the information on the training data set is inferred through guesswork and training the predictive model to predict original training data. The authors in [107] explore the vulnerability of the neural network to memorize their training data which is prone to passive and active inference attacks.

5.1.2. Unintentional data leakage & reconstruction through inference
Is a scenario where updates or gradients from clients leak unintended information at the central server. The authors in [168] exploit unintentional data leakage vulnerability and successfully reconstruct data of other clients through an inference attack.

Research work in [117] explores how private data from an honest client can be revealed unintentionally using GANs based inference attacks. The advisory client generates data similar to training data using GANs and retrieves sensitive information from other clients in FL. Malicious/curious clients in [169] use the global model and parameters to reconstruct the training data of other clients.

5.1.3. GANs-based inference attacks
GANs are generative adversarial networks that have gained much popularity in big data domains in recent years and are also applicable to FL based approaches. Specifically for FL, the authors in [114] propose the mGAN-AI framework for exploring GAN-based attacks on FL. mGAN-AI attacks are experimented on a malicious central server of the FL environment. It explores user-level privacy leakage against the federated learning by the attack from a malicious server. mGAN-AI framework’s passive version analyzes all the client inputs and the active version works on isolating a client by sending the global update to only to the isolated instance. The inference attack gains the highest accuracy with mGAN-AI framework because it does not interfere with the training process.

Nevertheless, it is possible to have potential adversaries among FL clients, who may use old local data as their contributions only in exchange for the global model. After they obtained the global model, they may use inference techniques to deduce other client’s information. Such behaviors are difficult to be distinguished due to the limited knowledge about clients’ profiles and reputation. Furthermore, collaborative training with parameter-only updates also makes the FL server hard to evaluate the effects of each client’s contribution.

5.2. RPQ2: What are the techniques to mitigate identified threats in RPQ1 and enhance the general privacy-preserving feature of FL?

This section covers the mitigation strategies for the identified privacy threats. The approach of retaining data at the client device level is the major built-in privacy feature of FL. The state-of-the-art algorithms to enhance privacy-preserving and mitigate threats in FL are mainly based on two categories: Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) and Differential Privacy (DP).

5.2.1. Secure multi-party computation
The concept of Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC), also referred to as MPC, was first introduced to secure the inputs of multi-participant while they jointly compute a model or a function [170]. In SMC, communication is secured and protected with cryptographic methods. Recently, SMC has been utilized to secure updates from clients in the FL framework. Different from the conventional version of SMC, in FL, the computing efficiency is increased immensely since it only needs to encrypt the parameters instead of the large volume of data inputs. This performance feature makes the SMC a preferable choice in the FL environment.

The authors in [171] explore the possibility of information leakage from client updates at the central server. They combine encryption with asynchronous stochastic gradient descent which efficiently prevents data leakage of clients at the central server. Encrypting client updates to ensure that there is no information leakage. It is worth noting that the encryption technique is expensive to use in a larger landscape environment and may impact the efficiency of the ML model.

The work in [172] combines the advantages of two privacy-preserving approaches to mitigate the risk of client data exposure. The main technique was the integration of homomorphic encryption and differential privacy. Focusing on privacy issues in FL environment, this paper suggests to apply client level differential privacy and encrypting the model update. Experiments performed with this approach claim to have high accuracy while ensuring protection against the honest but curious server and other users of FL. The authors in [173] propose a privacy-enhanced FL approach, which provides privacy even after completion of the training process. This approach is similar to the integration of encryption and client level DP proposed in [172].

Therefore, as a promising solution, there are several remaining challenges for SMC based solutions. The main challenge is the trade-off between efficiency and privacy. SMC based solutions need more time expense than typical FL frameworks which may negatively affect the model training. Such a problem will be enhanced in data-freshness aware training tasks since longer training time means data value loss. Besides, how to design a lightweight SMC solution for FL clients is still an open problem.

5.2.2. Differential privacy
Differential Privacy (DP) is a widely used privacy-preserving technique in industry and academia. The main concept of DP is to preserve privacy by adding noise to personal sensitive attributes [174]. Therefore, each user’s privacy is protected. Meanwhile, the statistic data quality loss caused by the added noise of each user is relatively low compared with the increased privacy protection. In FL, to avoid inverse data retrieval, DP is introduced to add noise to participants’ uploaded parameters. DPGAN framework is proposed in [175] that utilizes DP to make GAN based attacks inefficient in inferring training data of other users in a deep learning network. Similarly, there is DPFedAvg-GAN framework [176] for FL specific environments. The authors in [177] explain about DP benefits and definitions of DP properties such as randomization, composition, and exemplifies DP implementation in a multi-agent system, reinforcement learning, transfer learning, and distributed ML. Both works in [172, 176] combine secure multiparty computation and differential privacy to achieve a secured FL model with high accuracy. The authors in [179] improve privacy guarantee of the FL model by combining the shuffling technique with DP and mask user data with an invisibility cloak algorithm. However, such solutions bring uncertainty into the upload parameters and may harm the training performance. Furthermore, these techniques make the FL server more difficult to evaluate the client’s behavior to calculate payoff.
5.2.3. VerifyNet

VerifyNet [180] is a privacy preserving and verifiable FL framework. It gets listed as a preferred mitigation strategy to preserve privacy as it provides double-masking protocol which makes it difficult for attackers to infer training data. It provides a way for clients to verify central server results which ensures the reliability of central server. Apart from providing security and privacy enhancements, the VerifyNet framework is robust to handle multiple dropouts. Only issue with this framework is the communication overhead as the central server has to send verifiable proofs with each client.

5.2.4. Adversarial training

Evasion attacks from an adversarial user aims to fool ML models by injecting adversarial samples into the machine learning models. Examples of adversarial data are projections of imperfection to data in real world. The attacker tries to impact the robustness of the FL model with perturbed data. Adversarial training, which is a proactive defense technique, tries all permutations of an attack from the beginning of the training phase to make the FL global model robust to known adversarial attacks. The authors in [181] discuss how to make the learning model robust to attacks with adversarial training. Evaluation results demonstrate that adversarial training remains vulnerable to black-box attacks. Thus, they further introduce Ensemble Adversarial Training, a technique that augments training data with perturbations. Adversarial Training improves the privacy of the user data as addition of adversarial samples minimizes the threat of revealing actual training data through inference.

Few other defense works proposed for preserving privacy in FL include FEDXG [182], which proposes defense against user drop-out & reconstruction/leakage of private training data issues of FL. FEDXG makes use of secret sharing techniques as well as proposes secure boost protocol for training rounds and a secure predict protocol for secure prediction on the trained global model. There are also a few defense techniques based on GANs such as in [183] called Anti-GAN which helps to prevent inference attacks with the use of WGANs [184,185] to generate fake training data. This occurs at each client node which makes it difficult to inference actual training data from the global ML model. Similar defense techniques of fake data generation at client node is proposed with FedGP [186] with a slight modification to allow data share instead of model sharing.

5.3. RPQ3: What are the unique privacy threats to FL compared to distributed ML solutions?

FL offers user-data privacy by default resulting in very few privacy threats that are specific to FL. As discussed and experimented in [187], FL performs well in comparison with DML in terms of protecting the privacy of user data. In DML solutions with a parameter server, launching an inference attack (as discussed in Section 5.1) to steal information from other clients will be the least preferred approach as the data is readily accessible either on the parameter server or through the updates from clients. However, for DML applications, e.g., [8], where a well-trained ML model is outsourced as a paid service there is a high possibility of inference based attack [188,189].

GANs based inference attacks (discussed in Section 5.1.3) are feasible in the FL environment but a less suitable approach for DML solutions. This makes GANs based inference attacks specific to only FL. GANs involve two neural networks to launch an attack and DML provides space for attackers to launch more simple and straightforward attacks. GANs are complex and demand more computational resources which makes it a less preferred approach in DML solutions. However, in FL’s high-level privacy environment GANs based inference attacks [114] are worth the efforts yielding expected results which would not have been achievable with less complex strategies proposed for DML. Detailed strategies of inference attacks in FL and ML with centralized data solutions are discussed in [107]. The findings from this particular research suggest the possible strategies of passive and active inference attack in stand-alone ML and FL environment. In the FL version, an attacker can be at an aggregator server or a client observing updates to the global model trying to infer data from other clients. And in the standalone version, an attacker utilizes BlackBox inference to retrieve sensitive information.

Few FL proposals [190] include buyers/end-users who only leverage the final product of FL without involving in FL training rounds. For such 3rd party end-users of FL existing research work on the privacy of standalone and distributed ML solutions can be leveraged and adapted in FL for protecting the privacy of the hosted ML model. We recommend readers to Sections 5.2 and 5.4 to explore the defenses and costs proposed for add-on privacy of FL, and combine additional privacy protection measures if required. Moreover, the training phase of FL provides much-needed privacy to the user data by skipping most of the privacy threats observed in DML solutions making the existing work on the privacy of DML less suitable for FL adaption.

5.4. RPQ4: What is the associated cost with the privacy-preserving techniques identified in RPQ2?

Every add-on enhancement comes with its own set of additional costs and implications. The cost here defines an overhead or a consequence incurred due to the enhancement approach implemented. Secure Multi-party Computation and Differential Privacy boost the privacy protection capability of FL, but at the expense of higher cost with respect to accuracy and efficiency. In cryptography-based methods in Secure Multi-party Computation, each client is required to encrypt all the uploaded parameters. Therefore, each client needs to spend additional computational resources to perform the encryption. This could be concerning if the client device is computationally constrained such as is common with IoT devices. Therefore, to enhance the privacy of user-data using encryption, the efficiency of the ML model could be compromised as a trade-off.

In an empirical work [191] related to cost analysis of FL, the authors simulate on Reddit datasets to understand the accuracy of DP-enabled FL global model. Their experimental results show varied results, DP-FL, and nonDPFL environments show almost the same accuracy for the dataset with similar vocabulary size. For experiments with participants who have varying lengths of vocabulary size, DP-FL accuracy is less when compared to nonDPFL. Experiments from of this paper conclude that DP in the heterogeneous environment has a negative impact on accuracy.

DP based methods add noise to the uploaded parameters to enhance privacy protection during the communication and on the server. However, the added noise will perturb the accuracy inevitably. And it may further influence the convergence the global aggregation. That means there is a trade-off between privacy protection strength and accuracy loss as well as efficiency (convergence time). If the FL model preserves more privacy, it loses more accuracy and costs more time to converge. On the contrary, if the FL model needs to preserve a certain degree of accuracy or convergence time, it needs to estimate if the privacy protection level is acceptable or not. Table 3 summarizes the privacy-preserving techniques and their associated characteristics discussed in this section.
6. Other literature review work

There have been a handful of survey-like studies proposed in the literature, which aim to explore aspects limited to challenges/problems, architecture style of FL for different domains/use-cases of Federated Learning by providing collective insights and views.

Authors in [197] focus on four challenges in FL which are expensive communication, systems heterogeneity, statistical heterogeneity, and privacy concerns. The authors suggest ways to deal with each challenge but lack in-depth categorization of possible breaks in the integrity of FL environment. The authors in [198] categorize existing FL models and provides a summary of each category. It emphasizes building a robust FL environment by evaluating the issues around FL from the system perspective. A taxonomy of FL is defined based on data privacy levels, machine model, data partition across domains and basic building blocks of FL. The focus of the paper is limited to categorizing FL from different perspectives with a brief overview of privacy. Another survey work in [199] gives a detailed architecture and implementation of FL in horizontal, vertical, and transfer learning approaches with relevant uses cases. This work gives a great summary of definitions and information on existing research works in the FL space with details on implementing encryption techniques utilized in the vertical federated learning approach. However, the focus stays on implementation details of FL in different scenarios and lack insights into possible risks in FL.

There are few papers focusing on domain-specific areas related to FL, which aim only to introduce FL in different real-world domains with possible useful use-case scenarios. One such work is a comprehensive survey on FL in mobile devices presented in [200] which gives insights of FL with mobile edge networks and issues such as communication cost, privacy & security of data, and resource allocation in mobile IoT devices specific to FL implementation. The authors of this survey provide a comparison of FL implementation using different approaches. Few other works suggest importance-based updating [201], model compression [202,203] in IoT specific implementation of FL. The strategies for FL clients resource allocation and participation selection are discussed to mitigate communication bottlenecks and communication costs incurring in a larger landscape IoT-FL environment. FL in the autonomous vehicle gives feasibility for the ML model to learn from other autonomous cars configured in the FL environment instead of relying on a central database to increase the efficiency of the decision-making skills of AI. Research work in [204] focuses on vehicular IoT devices in FL and provides an examination of recent achievements and challenges in this field.

Open problems in FL are extensively discussed in paper [36] published by Google. The authors start with summarizing various works, approaches, and definitions of FL and summarize open challenges/issues with interesting suggestions to researchers for further enhancing the efficiency of FL. A few of the suggestions are to implement neural architectural search (NAS) [205] in FL to address redundancy in neural architecture for few clients which may lead to additional computation. FL specific hyperparameter optimization [206] to address communication efficiency and cost in each training round as well as federated fairness to avoid bias [207] in FL are other suggested areas of future research. Although open problems of FL are explored in detail in this paper, the authors do not discuss the privacy and security risks of FL in depth as we did in this work.

In summary, the current state-of-the-art research surveys and reviews in the field provide remarkable work from various perspectives of FL with different goals and concentration. Despite their importance, the examination of security and privacy of FL has not been sufficiently addressed in the literature, resulting in a missing piece of work with an organized review of studies to dive deep into the cybersecurity aspect of the FL. Our research work endeavored to provide this focused research to fill the gap in an attempt to help the community and newcomers with in-depth information and knowledge of FL security and privacy.

7. Future directions in FL security and privacy

Federated learning has a set of challenges that need further research. Based on our observations and results, we have identified the following issues that could form future avenues of research.

7.1. Zero-day adversarial attacks and their supporting techniques

Current defense efforts in FL are designed to protect against known vulnerabilities and specific predefined malicious activities, making them less useful in detecting attacks outside their design parameters when tested. Although, this phenomenon applies to virtually any ML application’s defense mechanisms, the probability is more in FL as we do not have many versions in production that would have demonstrated the possibility of various attacks. Current achievements using advanced deep learning have shown promising solutions in combating such attacks [208,209].

7.2. Trusted traceability

A major challenge of FL is traceability of the global ML model throughout the lifecycle of the underlying ML process. For instance, if a prediction value is changed in the global ML model we will need to have backward tracking ability to identify which clients aggregation values resulted in that change. If the logic behind ML model behavior is a black-box, then we are forced to lose grip to logical reality and blindly rely on human-made AI. There are a few preliminary works leveraging blockchain technology [210–212] with FL to provide and trace transaction updates to the global ML model [129–131], hoping to achieve a more transparent tracing of the training process in deep learning ML models.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure Multi-party</td>
<td>Efficiency loss due to</td>
<td>Encrypt uploaded parameters</td>
<td>[170,173,192]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Privacy</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Accuracy loss due to added</td>
<td>Add random noise to uploaded</td>
<td>[174,177,191,193]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noise in client’s model</td>
<td>parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VerifyNet</td>
<td>Subdued cost on both</td>
<td>Encrypt the manipulated</td>
<td>[172,178,194]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>efficiency and accuracy</td>
<td>parameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial Training</td>
<td>Computation power, training</td>
<td>Double-masking protocol</td>
<td>[180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>time for adversarial samples</td>
<td>Verifiable aggregation results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Include adversarial samples in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>training data</td>
<td>[181,195,196]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3. Well-defined process with APIs

FL is a fairly new approach that requires a detailed analysis of all the pros and cons tagged with different approaches. Standardized techniques need to be defined to support the emerging requirements of FL in different domains. As privacy is a key factor in FL further research needs to be focused on enhancing privacy and standardizing approaches for each requirement and define a process (with generic APIs) to implement such enhanced approaches.

7.4. Optimize trade-off between privacy protection enhancement and cost

Current research work shows how to enhance privacy protection in FL at the expense of sacrificing efficiency or accuracy. However, there are no research works on finding the proper encryption level for SMC and the quantity of added noise. If the encryption level or the quantity of noise is not enough, the participants still suffer from the risk of privacy leakage. On the contrary, if the encryption level is too high or too much noise added to the parameters, the FL model severely suffers from low accuracy.

7.5. Build FL privacy protection enhanced frameworks in practice

There are currently some FL frameworks that can be utilized to implement FL-based systems such as TensorFlow Federated, PySyft, and FATE (as discussed in Section 3.5). Apart from PySyft, there are no frameworks, libraries, or toolboxes that can integrate and execute SMC or DP at the moment. Thus, developing FL Privacy Protection Enhanced Frameworks could be a pressing research direction that can benefit both academic research and FL adoption in the industry.

7.6. Client selection and training plan in FL

Training plan and strategy for client selection for training rounds are crucial in FL. Research work in [213] suggests optimal approaches, but still there is a need to have a standardized approach for each ML algorithm use-case in FL.

7.7. Optimization techniques for different ML algorithms

Based on different ML algorithms, there is a need to have pre-defined and standardized optimizing algorithms to build the FL model. There are many proposed aggregation/optimizing algorithms (as discussed in Section 3.4) suggesting to optimize or enhance FL but still there is a need to have dedicated research to provide FL specific optimizing algorithms for all the current ML applications/use-case. This helps future implementers/adaptors of FL to develop FL specific solutions with ease.

7.8. Vision on training strategies and parameters

Research work in [214] proposes an optimal strategy that helps the central server to set an optimal trigger point to stop/restart the training rounds. Similar research work needs to be done with respect to different models & domains of ML applications which can help in understanding FL specific hyperparameters and possible trigger conditions to configure in FL training rounds. As FL training rounds are time, cost and computational consuming having vision on setting optimal values will help in establishing robust and cost-efficient FL solutions.

7.9. Ease in migrating and productionising

It is noticeable that there is no simple and straightforward approach to productionise FL environment. Research work in [215] proposes many factors to be considered while moving to production, but still, there is a need for well-established guidelines for implementing a new use-case in FL or migrating an existing ML environment to decentralized FL approach.

8. Conclusion

Federated learning is a new technology that advocates on-device AI through decentralized learning. FL was proposed to extend machine learning benefits to domains with sensitive data. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive study on the security and privacy achievements, issues, and impacts in the FL environment. With the evaluation and results on security & privacy, we are hoping to give new perspectives and bring the community’s attention towards building risk-free FL environments, suited for mass adoption. Through the future directions section, we outline the areas in FL which require in-depth research and investigation. FL is relatively a newly launched framework in the market which needs further research to identify the suitable enhancement top-ups which fit different FL environment styles.
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